SAGE CONTINUES TO ADD TO HEALTH SCIENCES PORTFOLIO
WITH PURCHASE OF TWO MEDICAL JOURNALS


Both journals will be available electronically via SAGE Journals Online beginning May 9, 2006. The journals will be located online at:

- American Journal of Hospice & Palliative Medicine® - [http://ajh.sagepub.com](http://ajh.sagepub.com)
- American Journal of Alzheimer's Disease® and Other Dementias - [http://aja.sagepub.com](http://aja.sagepub.com)

Unlimited free full-text access to each journal will be available until August 31, 2006 which will give users the opportunity to familiarize themselves with these high quality publications and their online features and functionality. Institutional subscriptions will include Combined (Print and E-access), E-access, or Print Only options. Institutions with questions or concerns should contact SAGE Journals Customer Service via telephone at (800) 818-7243 or by e-mail at journals@sagepub.com.

“Both of these journals are peer-reviewed by internationally recognized experts and indexed in MEDLINE,” commented Alison Mudditt, Executive Vice President, of SAGE’s Higher Education Group. “We already publish several related journals, so these titles are a perfect fit for our program.”

“The addition of these two renowned publications demonstrates SAGE’s commitment to building our medical journals portfolio,” stated Blaise Simqu, President and CEO of SAGE. “Along with the ten titles in angiology, pediatrics, and surgery we acquired from Westminster Publications earlier this year, these two new titles will definitely complement our medical offering which already includes such leading titles as The American Journal of Sports Medicine, The Journal of Clinical Pharmacology, and The Diabetes Educator.”
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